
Players have broken into a derelict droid factory and are competing to collect as many droids as
they can to analyze their design and programming. Droids attach to their ships for analysis, and
draw some power to reawaken.  Each droid attached to you grants a beneficial effect, but if
there are too many attached, they start to overload and give penalties.

Players get points each round for each droid they carry, and when dealing damage and killing
ships while they or their target carries droids.

Droid Rules
● Pick up: Overlap or pass through a droid token to pick it up.  It’s added as a card to your

ship until it’s dropped.  Store the token on the card.
● Bonus: While you have the droid, it grants this bonus.
● Overload: While you have the number of droids listed (e.g. exactly 2 droids for overload

2, or 2 or more for 2+), you suffer this penalty.
● Scatter: After a ship is destroyed, before it is removed, its owner swaps each of its droid

tokens with randomly drawn ones, and places them anywhere within range 2 of their
ship, not overlapping other objects.  If a droid cannot be placed this way, it is randomly
placed on the map following setup rules.  The droids they had before return to the draw
pile.

Setup, Goal, and Duration

Squad Building
Determine the squad points each player has available to build their ships.  Suggested values
are 50 (light, relatively few aces), 65 (moderate, aces and lots of tools), or 80 (heavy
investment).
Each player can build up to two ships; one is recommended.

Game End Trigger
Choose a duration and/or VP cap that will end the game.  For example, 2 hours or 50 points,
whichever comes first.  (Remember that many players means the game can move much slower)

Setup
Choose a First Player.  Draw two droid tokens per player for a droid-heavy game, or 1.5 droid
tokens per player (rounded up) for more standard game. Place the rest aside in the draw pile.
Each player takes a turn placing a droid token in the play area.  Droids must be placed beyond



range 2 of the board edge and range 1 of other objects, if possible.  Otherwise place droids
halfway between objects to space them out.
Each player places their ship in initiative order, touching a board edge.  Ships must be placed
outside range 3 of other ships if possible; otherwise place with as much space as possible.

Players

2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

1.5x 3 5 6 8 9 11 12 14 15

2x 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 18 20

Goal
The goal of the game is to collect victory points (VPs).  You gain VPs by holding droids, dealing
damage, and killing ships.

● End Phase: You gain 1 VP per droid you hold
● Dealing Damage: After you deal damage, you gain 1 VP per damage you dealt if you or

the opponent have at least one droid, or 2 VPs per damage if you both have one or
more droids.

○ Damage sources that count includes attacking, payloads, direct fallout from crits
(e.g. direct hit and fuel leak, but not console fire), tractoring onto an obstacle or
dropping an obstacle onto the target, and direct damage from other card abilities
you control (e.g. Darth Vader crew).

● Destroying Ships: When you destroy an opponent’s ship, you gain 1 point per droid
held by you and the opponent.

● TODO: maybe you get VPs simply for attacking, or simply for dealing damage, never
mind how much?

The goal of this points scheme is to:
● Encourage players to seek out many droids to gain their benefits and rack up points (and

gamble with their overloads)
● Discourage disengagement: grabbing droids and running away will get you points, but

it’s less effective than simply engaging in combat.
● Pit the successful players against each other, and give unsuccessful players something

to do to catch up.  Droid holders get better points if they’re fighting someone who has
droids.  Naturally, players without droids don’t directly gain anything by attacking each
other; they should target the droid-holders.  Droid holders can gain points for attacking
players with no droids, but it’s better if the target has at least one.



In addition to the points incentive, the overloads on droids make a heavily-loaded ship a
vulnerable target, while the benefits make eliminating the threat valuable as well.  The hope is to
focus combat around targeting droid holders, not merely stomping players who have nothing.



Droid List
TODO: simplify language (don’t need to follow FFG rules language when it’s already clear).
Maybe use iconography.

● Rage Droid
○ Bonus: When attacking with a primary weapon, you may change your hits to crits
○ Overload 2+: When defending, your opponent may change up to two of their hits

to crits.
○ Overload 3+: When defending, before rolling attack dice, you may suffer a hit

damage.  If you do not, the opponent may acquire a target lock on you.
● Power Droid

○ Bonus: When attacking with a primary weapon, roll +1 attack dice
○ Overload 2+: Defender gets to reroll one defense die
○ Overload 3+: Before the compare results step, you must reroll one of your hit or

crit dice.  This does not count as a reroll.
● Agile Droid

○ Bonus: When defending, roll +1 defense dice
○ Overload 2+: While you defend, attacker may change a hit to a crit
○ Overload 3+: After you defend, if you cancelled any hits/crits with evade results,

gain a strain token.
● Speed Droid

○ Bonus: Decrease the difficulty of your basic maneuvers.
○ Overload 2+: Treat your speed 4 and 5 maneuvers as red.
○ Overload 3+: During the planning phase, you cannot dial in speed 3, 4, or 5

maneuvers.
● Mobile Droid

○ Bonus: Before you reveal your dial, perform a white 1 straight or 1 bank
maneuver.

○ Overload 2+: Increase the difficulty of your turns.
○ Overload 3+: While you are not stressed, the Bonus maneuver is red.

● Thruster Droid
○ When you reveal a speed 1 or 2 maneuver, if you are not stressed, you may

suffer a damage to treat it as a red reverse maneuver of the same direction,
bearing, and speed.

○ Overload 2: When you are hit by an attack, the attacker may cancel a hit to give
you 3 tractor tokens.

○ Overload 3+: When you are hit by an attack, the attacker may cancel a crit to
give you 3 ion tokens.

● Tactical Droid



○ Bonus: At the start of engagement, gain a calculate token.  After attacking or
defending, if you spent a green token or lock, gain a calculate token.

○ Overload 2+: While you attack or defend, the defender may spend a die to
acquire a lock on you.

○ Overload 3+: At the start of engagement, gain a jam token.
● Spark Droid

○ Bonus: Before you engage, each other ship at range 0 of you suffers a hit
damage unless they remove a green token.

○ Overload 2+: At the start of the engagement phase, if you are not at range 0 of
an opponent’s ship, gain a strain or jam token (your choice).

○ Overload 3+: At the start of the engagement phase, if you are not at range 0 of
an opponent’s ship, suffer a hit damage.

● Gravitational Droid
○ Bonus: At the start of engagement, assign one tractor token to each ship at range

1
○ Overload 2+: At the start of engagement, assign 3 tractor tokens to each ship at

range 0.  When you become tractored by an effect you own, the nearest
opponent chooses your tractored movement.

○ Overload 3+: When you become tractored, you also gain a strain token.
● Holocron Droid

○ Bonus: Gain +1 force (regenerating)
○ Overload 2+: when defending, before the modify defense dice step, change one

focus to a blank
○ Overload 3+: when defending, before the modify defense dice step, change one

evade to a blank
● Stealth droid

○ Bonus: At the start of the end phase you may perform a free cloak action
○ Overload 2+: At the start of the planning phase, if you are not cloaked then suffer

1 damage
○ Overload 3+: whenever you decloak, suffer 1 crit

● Bomblet droid
○ Bonus: during the system phase you must drop a mini-bomblet token (when it

detonates all ships at range 0-1 roll a die and suffer any damage rolled)
○ Overload 2+: whenever you would drop a bomb, roll 1 die. On a hit or crit you

launch it instead.
○ Overload 3+: suffer a damage whenever you drop or launch a bomb

● Pivot droid
○ Bonus: During the system phase, if you are not ionized, you may gain 3 ion

tokens to rotate 90 degrees
○ Overload 2: After you perform a speed 4 or 5 maneuver, gain 3 ion tokens.
○ Overload 3+: After you perform a speed 3, 4, or 5 maneuver, gain 3 ion tokens.

Before you perform an ionized maneuver, roll a defense die: on a blank result,
rotate right 90 degrees and suffer a hit damage; on an evade result, rotate left 90



degrees and suffer a hit damage.  On a focus result, rotate 180 degrees and
suffer a critical damage.

● Quick droid
○ Bonus: At the start of the engagement phase, if you are not strained, you engage

at initiative 7 instead of your normal initiative.
○ Overload 2: After you engage at initiative 7, gain a strain token or jam token.
○ Overload 3+: After you engage at initiative 7, gain a strain token and jam token.

● Accurate droid
○ Bonus: While you perform an attack, the defender rolls 1 fewer defense dice.
○ Overload 2+: After you declare a defender, if the defender is unshielded, they

may gain a strain token to recover 1 shield or repair a faceup damage card.
○ Overload 3+: While you perform an attack, the defender may spend a stress

token to add an evade result.
● Savage droid

○ Bonus: After you perform an attack, if you dealt a damage card, you may look at
the opponent’s facedown damage cards and expose one of them.

○ Overload 2+: After you defend, if you were dealt a damage card, expose one of
your facedown damage cards.

○ Overload 3+: While you defend, if you are damaged, the attacker may change a
blank result to a focus result.

● Mimic droid
○ Bonus: When you gain this droid and at the start of each planning phase, choose

one droid on the nearest ship with a droid token. Treat this droid as having the
same ability text as the chosen droid (bonus and overloads).

● Shark droid
○ Bonus: During the engagement phase, at initiative 0, each other ship at range 0

suffers a crit damage unless it removes a green token.
○ Overload 2+: There is a Space Shark hunting you. At the start of the planning

phase, if the space shark token isn’t in the play area (DRK-1 Probe Droids), the
First Player must place it at range 3 of you.  During the end phase it moves with a
2 straight or 2 bank, whichever lands closer to you, ignoring other objects.  If it
ever overlaps or moves through you (or you overlap or move through it), roll
attack dice equal to the number of droids you carry and suffer each hit and crit
rolled, then remove the space shark token.  When it overlaps or moves through
another player (or they move through it), if they are not stressed and they have 1
or more droids, they receive a stress token.

● Vampire droid
○ Bonus: After you attack, if you dealt at least one damage card to the defender,

you may gain a stress token to repair 1 damage card. If you are unshielded, you
may instead gain the stress token to regain a shield.

○ Overload 1: After you defend, if you were dealt at least 1 damage card, expose a
facedown damage card.

○ Overload 2+: After you defend, if you are damaged, suffer a damage.



● Vengeful droid
○ Bonus: After you are attacked, roll an attack die. If you roll a hit, the attacker

suffers 1 hit damage.
○ Overload 1: If you roll a crit with your bonus roll, you suffer a crit damage.
○ Overload 2+: After you attack, roll an attack die. On a crit, suffer a crit damage.

● Fuse droid
○ Bonus: While attacking, if you are at or below half health, roll an additional die; if

you have only 1 hull left, instead roll 2 additional dice.
○ Overload 1+: While defending, the first damage you suffer cannot be blocked by

shields.
○ Overload 2+: While defending, one hit or crit result (of your choice) cannot be

cancelled by evade results.
● Lethal droid

○ Bonus: After attacking, if you dealt damage to the target, the target rolls a
defense die for each hull and shield they have remaining on their ship.  If they roll
no evade results, they are destroyed.

○ Overload 1: After defending, if you were dealt any faceup damage cards during
the attack, you are dealt a faceup damage card.

○ Overload 2+: After defending, if you were dealt damage, you must roll a defense
die for each hull and shield you have remaining on your ship.  If you roll no evade
results, you are destroyed.

● Wealth droid
○ Bonus: When you gain VPs for dealing damage or destroying an opponent,

double the VPs gained.
○ Overload 3+: When opponents gain VPs for damaging or destroying you, they

get double VPs.


